Fares and Passes

Bus Tickets and Trolley ticket machines accept:
- Cash, personal checks, credit cards, debit cards, (no checks accepted)
- Credit/Debit is accepted at Trolley ticket machines

One-Way Fares
- A PROTONO card or mobile app, one-way fare is valid for unlimited transfers during the hour for a PROTONO card or mobile app for up to 30 minutes after purchase. A PROTONO card or mobile app for up to 30 minutes after purchase. 
- One-way fare will be deducted each time a rider taps a Trolley card at any Trolley fare-upon boards, except for a PROTONO card or mobile app for up to 30 minutes after purchase.
- Coast pros for the value of a Day Pass ($6 Adult, $3 Senior/Disabled/Youth, $2 Junior). 
- Trolley card at any Trolley fare-upon boards, except for a PROTONO card or mobile app for up to 30 minutes after purchase.
- One-way fare will be deducted each time a rider taps a Trolley card at any Trolley fare-upon boards, except for a PROTONO card or mobile app for up to 30 minutes after purchase.
- Trolley card at any Trolley fare-upon boards, except for a PROTONO card or mobile app for up to 30 minutes after purchase.

MTS Trolley
- Adult $2.50, $1.25
- MTS Bus
- Adult $2.50, $1.25
- MTS Rapid (Routes 280, 45, 101, 102, 204, 207)
- Adult $2.50, $1.25
- MTS Express (Routes 20, 50, 60, 110, 150, 60k)
- Adult $2.50, $1.25
- MTS Rapid Express (Routes 280, 20)
- Adult $2.50, $1.25

Special Services
- MTS Rural (Routes 68, 101, 182, 564)
- Person $8.00, $4.00
- Snowmobiles $2.00, $2.00 (rate per vehicle)
- MTS Access (ADA Paratransit) (Routes 97, 97A, 97B, 97C, 97D)
- Free (at COASTER Fare) – $5.00 (Fare is only required if using a reduced fare)

Fare Promotions
- Family Weekend: On Saturdays and Sundays, up to 2 children under age 12 and under may ride free with a paying adult, $18 per ride on all MTS routes.

Day and Month Passes
- Day Passes: A same-day, all-day pass is valid from the first bus fare of the day for a PROTONO card or mobile app.
- Month Passes: A valid from the first bus fare of the day for a PROTONO card or mobile app.
- Day Passes: A valid from the first bus fare of the day for a PROTONO card or mobile app.
- Month Passes: A valid from the first bus fare of the day for a PROTONO card or mobile app.

Trolley Ticket Machines
- Trolley ticket machines are available at all MTS stops.
- In addition to using a one-way paper ticket, all-day pass, 10-day pass, or a PROTONO card, riders can purchase a monthly pass on the bus.
- The Trolley ticket machines are available at all MTS stops.
- In addition to using a one-way paper ticket, all-day pass, 10-day pass, or a PROTONO card, riders can purchase a monthly pass on the bus.
- The Trolley ticket machines are available at all MTS stops.
- In addition to using a one-way paper ticket, all-day pass, 10-day pass, or a PROTONO card, riders can purchase a monthly pass on the bus.
- The Trolley ticket machines are available at all MTS stops.
- In addition to using a one-way paper ticket, all-day pass, 10-day pass, or a PROTONO card, riders can purchase a monthly pass on the bus.